[Biological consequences of the decay of 3H and 14C incorporated into the influenza virus].
An influenza virus labeled with 3H-uridine loses its infectiousness when stored for a long time. It is suggested that disintegration of tritium incorporated into virus RNA causes lethal intramolecular modifications therein. At the same time, the antigenic activity of virus nucleoprotein decreases perhaps due to the direct effect of tritium. The comparison of the degree of inactivation of various antigenic sites of the nucleoprotein within a virus labeled with 3H-uridine, suggests that they are located at different distances from RNA. A long-term action of 3H disintegration on RNA of a maturing virus decreases the yield probably due to the injury of the intracellular virus RNA during the infections process. Upon storage of the influenza virus labelled with 14C-amino acids the antigenic properties are reduced by the nucleoprotein while the infectiousness remains unaffected. The long-term effect of 14C disintegration on proteins of the maturing virus does not lead to fatal outcome.